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S

INTRODUCTION

In the past twenty years, the black community of the United States -

has dramatically increased its influence on the political process and,
relatedly, enhanced its ability to control its own destiny. This brief
paper will address the black role in the political arena and conclude
with a~ appraisal of its future direction.

As a minority racial segment in a predominately white society, even
a well—organized, funded, and highly articulate black movement needs
some cooperation, encouragement, and sustaining support from white
majority elites. Inasmuch as there are only seventeen blacks among 535
members of Congress , for example, well below the numerical parity
derived from their 12 percent proportion of the population, the need
for the white majority endorsement becomes painfully self—evident .

That there has been black progress at the levels presented in the
evidence to follow, suggests a highly supportive political climate.
One might suggest that the post—reconstruction era precedent, when
black electoral dominance in the South led to white majority amendments
to state constitutions that effectively disenfranchised blacks, could
again materialize. }lowever , the rebuttal argument need only point to
the considerably more profound changes worked on the American political
culture since the mid—1950’s, as well as the equally significant
changes in state and Federal constitutional relationsh ips, it is the
depth of change, and the new political system parameters that sustain
black political progress.
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SIGNIFICANT CAUSES OF

BLACK POLITICAL PROGRESS

To be sure , the black community itself has been responsible for
most black progress. The impetus was provided by Brown vs. the Topeka
Board of Education, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the Voting Rights
Act of 1965, all of which were realized through persistent pressure on
the courts, the Congress, the President and on the very sources of
discrimination in the society at large. But these events reflected,
above all , the courageous acts of black leaders as well as the active
and supportive roles of millions of other blacks whose determination
energized their white allies in the era of the civil rights movement.
This same trend persists today where black pressure on the country’s
vital policymaking institutions compels the attention of the white
majority to the intrinsic immorality of racial discrimination, and to
the support of a political climate favorable to progress.

Looking at some of these events in greater detail, the Supreme
Court’s momentous Brown decision in 1954,2 which outlawed school
segregation, triggered a movement that continues to present. All
forms of institutional discrimination in both the public and private
sectors were challenged . Further, state laws denying blacks equal
access or legal protection gradually fell although the complete imple-
mentation of the spirit of the Brown decision was obstructed not only
by individual citizens, but by institutions, including some lower level
Federal courts.3 While the Civil Rights Act of 1964 weakened southern
resistance to the integration of public accommodations , as of 1975 ,
there were twice as many all black schools in the North as in the
South.4

But the Civil Rights Act was especially unsuccessful in the area
that concerns us here: black voter registration and political partici-
pation. In 1963 the Commission on Civil Rights found that state
registrars in 100 se~ected southern counties failed to register proper-
ly qualified voters.~ Title I of the Civil Rights Act therefore
addressed this problem forbidding the rejection of qualified applicants.
While the Act led to an immediate increase in black suffrage of up to
502 in southern states such as Florida, North Carolina and Tennessee ,
other areas of the South resisted change until the passage of the
Voting Rights Act in 1965.6 Th. new law forbid all types of tests and
authorized the replacement of local registrars with Federal voting
examiners.7 The black registration rate surged by approximately 50%
in the so—called “examiner counties “ where Federal examiners
operated , add ing more than 1 million black voters in the six—year
per iod from 1964—1970.
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Compliance with the new law was greatly facilitated by the certainty
of prosecution for violations, and by the visible presence of Justice
Department and other Federal officials in the region: in fact, Congress
increased by 95% the appropriations of the Justice Department’s Civil
Rights Division in 1966, most of which were devoted to aggressive
registration enforcement.9 While this event, along with the judicial
and legislative acts covered, pointed to the creation of a political
climate conducive to black progress, a climate maintained by the white
majority at the constant prompting of the black minority, the black
leadership must take credit for the actual grassroots level implementa-
tion of the registration drive. It was such informal or non—public
organizations as the Congress on Racial Equality (CORE), the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) , the Voter Education Project
(VEP) , and the personal influence of such leaders as Martin Luther King
that managed the more than 500 voter registration programs in the South
extant between 1966 and 1970.10
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TUE TREND TOWARD BLACK

GAINS IN THE POLITICAL ARENA

Electoral Of ficeholding

In this section we will examine several indicators of positive and
continuing gains by blacks in the political arena. We will first examine
the dramatic increase in the number of blacks holding political office
at all levels. After shifting to the significance of black candidacy
and electoral participation for the Democratic party, we will turn our
attention to several obstacles within and external to the party that
could foreclose the total symbiosis. Finally we will review black
invluence on President Carter and look at the instrumental value of the
executive office and the congressional forum to black progress.

The narrowed focus of this short review of black electoral progress
tends to omit the outcomes of this effort. If black influence at the
polls is indeed as real as we suggest, then it ought to be reflected in
material gains through the process that converts demands into enforcible
policy. Establishing this vital linkage must await further lover—level
research , of which this paper is merely a small part. Therefore, we will
focus , minimally, on the likely capability of blacks to sustain current
progress in sensitizing society to their particularized needs; this
capability is implied in electoral gains.

Black entry into the political arena has been dramatic. The broad
assault on the barriers to social progress is manifest in the numbers
and types of elective offices, at all levels of government, gained by
black candidates over a ten—year period through 1975. Table 1 reflects
the distribution of black elected officials by region, as of 1973.
While it is not surprising that nearly half of all elected positions
were in the pr.dominately black south, the rate of change from 1965
to 1975 is impressive, as shown at Table 2.
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Interestingly, there is a negative correlation between the black

TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF BLACK ELECTED OFFICIALS
BY GEQGRAPHIC REGION - 1973

Black Elected Off icials Percentage

NORTH 579 22%

SOUTH 1,179 45%

MIDWEST 685 26%

WEST 178 7%

Total 2 ,621 100%

Source: Voter Education Projects, Inc.

population’s stability in the South and the increase in black political
office holding as suggested in comparing Tables 2 and 3, thus reflecting
the impact of the 1965 Voting Rights Act which brought into the regis-
tered voter ranks unprecedented numbers of eligible blacks.”

TABLE 2

INCREASE IN BLACK ELECTED OFFICIALS
IN ELEVEN SOUTHERN STATES* (2 INCREASE)

1965 (2) 1970 (2) 1975 (2)

72 (N/A) 644 (900%) 1,560 (2)

* Ala , Ark, Fla, Ga , La , Miss, NC, SC, Tenn, Tax ,
and Vir

Source; Voter Education Project , Inc.
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TABLE 3

Black Population in South 1940—1973 (2)

1940 1950 1960 1970 1973

SOUTH 77 68 60 53 52

Source: US Bureau of the Census

But the real indicators of progress may lie in statistics ref lect—
ing the breadth of black electoral office holding. Table 4 amply
demonstrates this fact ; black officials held state or national offices
representing all but seven states in 1975 while only five states had
no elected black off icials in any of the national, state or local
office categories employed here. Moat importantly , this table reflects
the grassroots electoral successes of blacks on a nationwide basis.
Further, it is significant that in the American political system, and
given the structural constraint of the single—member constituency for
most offices, which compels coalition candidacies, political influence——
and aspirations——flow upward.
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TABLE 4: BLACK SELECTED OFFICIALS ,
BY OFFICE , 1969 to 1975 , and

BY REGION AND STATE , 1975

lAs of April. azespI — Indicated. Five State, had no Nr~ro elected oIflcl,i1i In *975: llawali, N nctn UatoI,, . o.,u~..Dakots, Utah. and Vermont. For compoSition of re5lons, ii. I nsids front b een

r.s. csey u.s. city
and and Law Ed. and and Law Ed-

TSAR. 15010$ . Total Stats bunty •fl- 110*- STAT S Fot*l Stats county en~ ~~~~~
.

LTD SfATT ~~~~ OS- foro.- lion ’ foc- •f~ Sorb- lIon ’IsIs.- flc.~’ mint ’ Isis.- Aces I mint 1
tufll ’ tore,

1900 1.1*5 (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA) 1Cm , 35 6 16 I 12
1970 (Fob.) 1.472 122 115 273 302 Ky 59 3 10 7 10
1511 (Mar ).... . 1.000 2*6 006 274 462 La 507 9 114 34 80
1972(Msz.) 2,244 254 1.108 202 660 Main. 4 1 2 — I
lOll 2.021 256 1.264 ~~ Md 02 ‘20 10
1274 2.991 256 ~~~~ 310 793 M5s.*.:.::::::: 24 ‘9 9 — S

“7$ 2.183 2” i.sn ~ _~~~~ ~~::::::::::: ~~~ ~~~ ~~ 

81
— MI,. 102 I 111 41 29

Northeast 503 56 179 74 104 Mo 1*3 ‘18 45 15 17
North Centrsi . 850 17 476 55 221 Mont 1 1 - - -

Sout h 1,9*3 129 1, 142 198 444 Nobr 4 1 1 — 2
W~~t 211 27 81 30 80 Nov 1 3 1 1 2

N I L  1 1 - - -
161 15 75 51 20 NJ 142 7 17 - 08

Alaska S I 1 — 3 71. Mez 2 I 2 — —lit:... 17 2 5 1 2 N.Y 150 ‘16 28 27 02
Ark ill 4 101 1 12 N.C 194 6 137 5 46
Coils 147 ‘12 57 15 o Ohio 146 ‘12 94 13 21

Ccl.. 15 4 ~ ~ 1 0kI 18 4 ~3 50
Coca 43 8 29 4 ~ 

Ores S 1 1 2 2
Del *4 3 9 — 2 ~ 
D.C 20 ‘1 *2 — 1 

—

Fla.. 87 8 70 $ $ S.C 132 *3 ~$ 15 26
Ten,, 96 ‘12 70 6 8

Os. 156 ‘22 *01 $ ~ 
*50 ‘10 SI 9 70

Idah o - i — — Vs 64 2 
• 

S
III 240 ‘21 145 16 64 Wash 15 2 7 4 2
m d  66 S 44 *0 5 W . Va. 17 1 12 3 1
Iowa 13 2 4 1 5 71k 15 $ 7 * 4

W yo 1 - - - 1

NA Not aesSisbI,. - Reprrasnts zero.
‘Cousity con,mtlsioners and ciuneilman . mayors. etc. mayors. aldermin, and other.
‘Judges, mo l’trat,l, c~ngable,, marshals. sheilA,. Justices of lb. poses, other. I Cqlk~e bo.tdi. school

boards, other. ‘ Includes $ U.S. ileprssentotlves. ‘includeS I U.S. ltepressnIatlvs. ‘Includes 2 U.S.
Mepressitatlies. I Includes I U.S. Setiator.
Source: ,c4n1 Center for Political Studies, Washington, D.C.. NahlmS Rosier if lilacS KZuQd O$Idth. annual.

So that grassroots political office—holding tends to become an invest-
ment toward the cumulative aspiration of higher office. Indeed,
looking at the level where most aspirations seem directed, the United
States Congress, more than 402 of all U.S. Representatives and 44%
of all Senators in each of three prior Congresses, the 90th, 92d ,
and 94th, had held lower—level or other political or public offices
as a career.’2 Futher, more than 70% of all members of bo th houses
of the 94th Congress have held lower level elected political office
in one capacity or another, including service on a non—career basis.
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From the table above we can depict a trend. At all levels, black
office holder3 have increased in numbers more than threefold , with
the greatest increases coming in city and county offices and in member-
ships on school btard3. Not unexpectedly , the relatively short life
of the 1965 Voter Registration Act and the similarly short period
during which black officeholding has surged , has not yet cumulatively
produced great numbers of candidates for national and state level
offices. Also, the higher the level of office, the broader and more
diluted the constituency in some cases so that white political support
for black candidates becomes more important. For example, five of
the seventeen blacks in the 94th Congress were from constituences
where blacks constituted anywhere from 3% to 47% of the state or
district——e.g., Sena tor Edward W . Bro oke , Republican of Massachusetts
(3%); Ronald V. Dellums, Democrat of California (20%); Yvonne Burke,
Democrat of California (39%) ; Barbara Jordan, Democrat of Texas (44%);
and Harold E. Ford , Democrat of Tennessee (47%)~ 14

At the same time, the numbers of blacks in elected law enforcement
positions are also relatively small. There are several reasons for this
phenomenon. Law enforcement positions include magistrates and judges,
at one extreme , and police at the other. In the first case, elected
judges will have long terms, often greater than six years, and are
selected by broad judicial district constituencies. Also, they are
almost all trained , experienced and politically active attorneys whose
reputations precede their election. Besides the usual electoral barriers
which blacks are just beginning to overcome, credentiálism presents a
problem : there are fewer than 30,000 practicing black attorneys in the
United States.

At the other end of the law enforcement spectrum are sheriffs and
police , those involved in the more coercive, or less normative functions.
Police departments particularly are targets of civil rights and Federal
agency attempts to racially balance police forces, or to exert civilian
coimnunity monitorship over them. The black community in general,
however , has long endured a hostile relationship with the police in
virtually all regions and at all levels. Thus it is not likely that
black participation in elective law enforcement functions will in-
crease dramatically outside of predominately black co unities seeking
to control that particular instrument of order. And , of course , there
tend to be relatively few elective law enforcement positions at the
coercive end of the scale.

SIGNIFICANCE TO THE POLITICAL PARTY SYSTEM

The traditional preference of blacks for the Democratic party has
not changed, although from 1968 to 1972 in the South , there appeared
to be some embryonic black Republican developments. This trend abated
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after 1972 and by the time of the 1974 Congressional elections , little
evidence remained to assert a surge of black Republicanism anywhere in
the nation.

Rather blacks seem to be clearly in the mainstream of political
party developments and party support techniques. While the very future
of the American two—party system seems endangered by an imbalance of
interest in the De.mocratic and independent, voter columns, the political
party structure itself is not immune to a loss of influence derived
from electoral reform, the increased use of primaries rather than
caucuses and , perhaps most significantly , a clear preference among
voters to vote for issues rather than for party labels.

These trends, coupled with state and local—level constraints on
political party roles, may shape future black electoral techniques
employed by candidates, although it will not necessarily affect the
increasing number of black political candidates.

For example, since black candidates in white majority districts
quite expetedly need maximum black participation in addition to white
support , membership in the Democratic party has and no doubt will con-
tinue to elicit Democratic partisan support , at least among strong
partisans. Blacks had evidently sensed the importance of party member-
ship in this respect and, as shown below, were found to be among the
most strongly partisan members of the party . But it is not simply the
combined effect of New Deal social progressiveness and the party ’s
civil rights record that make it especially attractive to the black
candidate of the current era, it is also the organization available to
him in his campaign as well as the party ’s electoral support at the
polls.

TABLE 5

Party Identification by Race, 1968

Black White

Strong Democrat 35.7% 16.1%
Weak Democrat 28.9 24.8
Independent 10.1 31.0
Weak Republican .7 16.1
Strong Republican 1.3 10.5
Others 3.4 1.4

Source : Frank L. Sorauf, Party Politics in Ainerica, 2d ed.
(Boston : Little, Brown & Company, 1972), p. 149
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Looking at local elections, where black electoral successes are
numerically impressive, one notes that in 60 percent of all cities in
the United States with populations of more than 5,000 persons, election
regulations disallow party labels on the ballot. There the black
Democratic candidate will have to develop a campaign scenario that
acquaints fellow partisans with his party preferences while at the same
time taking these additional actions: assure maximum racial minority
turnout; shape issues so as to appeal to those potentially supportive
forces that prefer to ignore party labels; and , among other more
common voter targeting practices, subdue Democratic party organizational
support to functions which will not be offensive to independents and
even Republicans, especially if the latter party is in the majority in
a given district. In effect, these techniques are not at all different
from those that would be employed by any other candidate, regardless
of color ; but the critical difference for the black candidate is that
he must make race a basis for black electoral support, as Kennedy used
religion as a drawing card for the Catholic vote, on one hand, while
attempting to make it inconsequential in soliciting the non—black vote.
This type of postulative “schizophrenia” is not without inherent
dangers, quite similar to those of any candidate who attempts to attract
one group of voters by adjusting his campaign platform incrementally
although not necessarily irreversibly away from another group.

Figure 1.

party Identification according to Region, Race, Religion, and EducatIon, 1952 and 1972
- :7 7470 — 

— 70 . 

0195270 —
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64 63 66 65 — 61 63
60 53 
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.S.s’ct: Survey Rc.earch Cen ter, Univeruty of Michigan.
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It would seem then that as black participation in the Democratic
party continues to grow , and if the party partisans accept black
candidacies at face value, then the party will be a useful springboard
to offices at all levels of government. As shown in Figure 1 , blacks
are the only continuous input into the Democratic party at a time when
all other groups are moving to different forms of partisan and non-
partisan identifications. In the North, blacks continue to be more
partisan toward the Democratic party than any other goup while, at the
same time, represent one of the least independent classifications. As
Table 6 would suggest, these trends would be appropriately useful
for black candidates since southern locales tend to be predominately
Democratic while large cities maintain their traditional Democratic
flavor. The problem then remains one of race: to what extent have
blacks been accepted into the Democratic party?

TABLE 6: Party Identification by Region
and City Size, 1974

Republican Democrat Independent

RBG ION

East 27% 43% 30%
Midwest 24 39 37
South 18 49 33
West 24 47 29

CITY SIZE

1 million 24 46 30
500 ,000—999 ,999 18 46 36
50 ,000—499 ,999 18 48 34
2 ,500—49 ,999 28 41 31
2,500, rural 27 42 31

Source : Gallup Opinion Index, Report No. 112, Oct 74 , p. 28

IMPACT OF BLACK MEMBERSHIP ON THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY

The continued influx of blacks into the Democratic party has not been
without problems. However, it remains to be determined if changes in
the trad itional membership prof ile of the party have resulted from the
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black influx or as a result of a backlash by white segments of the party
who reject party espousal of programs that perceptibly threaten them .
In any event, it seems fair to say, by way of a working hypothesis , that
it is a comb ination of both , and by way of corollary , that it will not
necessarily threaten the potential success of black political candidates
carrying the Democratic battle standard .

A brief review of the literature on the topic clarifies these
assumptions. A 1970 study shoved , for the first time, nor thern majori ty
resistance to the rate of integration.!7 This resistance was coupled
with growing urban crime and the related unrest scenario——all of
which were associated with a media promotion of a minority black
super—militancy.18 While the white and most of the black communities
were plead ing for “law and order,” an issue quickly sensed by the Nixon
1968 campaign as electorally advantageous , the Democratic administrations
of Johnson and , to a much lesser extent, Kennedy , were seen as allies of
the black super—militants. Clearly, the issues of racial injustices and
law and order were distinctly different, but objectivity suffered at the
hands of charged emotions and percep tions , many of which were artifices
generated by media promotion of prob lems with blurry dimensions of
severity—e.g., the black super—militancy movement was distinctly less
widespread than suggested .’9 As one study found:

People literally “see” things differently, depending on
the attitudes and values that they bring to the media. Thus
any “bias” contained in a message can often be distorted or
ignored by the recipient of the communication.2°

Not surprisingly, whites holding a racial bias, regardless of
partisanship, would use media sensationalism to reinforce their preju-
dices. This was especially useful to the Republican party ’s “crime
in the streets” issue in 1968. But it also contributed to Democratic
disunity which materialized in a Wallace candidacy and Nixon ’s success
among racial conservatives of both parties and in all regions in the
same election.2’

Together with increased black party leadership at local levels
as well as in the national Democratic convention where the numbers of
black delegates continue to increase, and black influence on the issues
or platform of the party, it appears that inherent racial attitudes
among whites could be a very real factor in determining their strength
of allegiance to the party and, of course , its candidates. This factor
no doubt accounts for the success of Wallace—type demagoguery—Wallace
won more than half of all white United Automobile Worker (UAW) members
in the 1972 primary , despite the UAW’s trad itionally liberal stance
personified by the late Walter Reuther.22
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Finally , Richard L. Rubin of Columbia University suggests that the
impact of hardened racial attitudes may indeed undermine Democratic
unity , as perceived in Figures 2 and 3 below :23

Figure 2 — Racial Attitudesa by Religion , Region, and Par ty Affiliationb

MIDWEST EAST
Radii $

4 4

3 3 Democrats

Catholics - Independents
Independents Protestants

2J—Demoaats 2
—Republicans

ProtestantI 
t~~~~~

bli
~~

5

I I

Co.wvadsm 0 0

Sosvc : Abstracted from l968 Survey Research Center data

~Whites only. regions are US. Census Bureau definitions.
b gcorss are group median icores on racial liberalism scale. Midwest

umpls sizes: Democrais (162), Republicans (32 1), Independents

~ 
(133), CathOlics (98), Protestants (338). East sample sizes: Demo-
crats (138), Republicans (95), Independents (93), Catholics (131),

— -. p,nt,.qsa.,., u S ,  -- -. —

Figure 2 suggests that, in the East, Catholicism exerts a greater
influence on racial conservatism than does membership in the Democratic
party. We can conclude conversely that internal party conflict over
racial issues and programs would foster defections by Catholics in the
East . Rab in asserts further that the mass migration of Catholics to the
suburbs has not generated a weakening of party ties , thus strengthening
the impact of racial as opposed to socio—economic issues on Catholic
loyalty. In the mid—West , racial issues do not have the same strength
as does that independent variable whçre applied to eastern Catholic
Democrats , as manifest in Figure 2.2’4
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h
If racial attitudes affect the membership loyalties of such a

traditionally supportive Democratic party segment as Catholics , what
impact does race have on the loyalty of another major , party segment:
unions? Figure 3 suggests that union defection from the Democratic
party in the East is not as likely as it is in the mid—West where all
depicted groups fell well below the racial ideological standing of
unionists in the East. Indeed , the earlier example of UAW desertion of

Figure 3 — Racial Attitudesa by Union Membership, Region and
Party Affiliation0

MIDWEST EAST
Ra~~~~ ’ $ 5
Ub.n~~~

L . 4

3 3 Democrats
-lndep endenhs
~Non-union
Union

Independents
2 Non-union. Democrats 2

Umon. Republicans Republicans -

I I

Radii
Coresavatlam 0 0

Sow~s: Ab~stracted from 1968 Survey Reseatch Center data
~Whites only, regions are U.S. Census Bureau definitions.
~ Scores are median scores on racial liberalism scale. Midwest S*mpk

Sizes: Union (112). Non-Union (293), Democrats (162), Republi
cans (121), Iad.pendsais (113), East Sample Sizes: Union (109)
Non-Union (22$), Democrats (13$), Republicans (95), bale
psn4.nte (93).

the Democratic party candidate in the 1968 president ial election seems
to corroborate empirically this theory. Yet there is a sufficiently
significant difference between unionist and Democratic racial ideology
in the East to suggest that, minimally, short—term cleavages in the
party could occur over racial issues. The strength of that potential
threat must, howeve r , await a test.
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BLACK DEMOCRATS AND THE PRESIDENCY

Black Democrats compete with other party elites for influence, a
factional diffusion not uncommon to most western—style political parties.
To be sure black influence has grown commensurately with their political
mobilization and organizational skills, which in any interes t group
influence contest can account for gains disproportionate to the relative
size of the population segment represented by the group. Northern style
black street leadership, more violent than that found in the South, has
given way to black participation in the institutionalized political
arena as the best route to the objective musicalized by the theme of the
Jefferson ’s television program where blacks “finally get (their) piece
of the pie.”

Blanks are now competitive with union influence on the presidency
of Jimmy Carter, as we will see. The evolution of real black influence
in the party’s presidential selection process can be traced to the
McGovern—Fraser committee which in 1972 opened the convention to a real
role for black delegates.25 Although there is considerable factionalism
among black leaders themselves , both in and out of political office , the
potential political power implicit in the broad array of black leadership
compels the attention of all serious presidential contenders. McGovern
probably failed to sense both aspects of this problem, hence his some-
what intellectualized , ideological platform made little sense to rank—and—
file black voters interested in bread—and—butter socio—economic and
effective civil rights programs. The McGovern campaign appeal therefore
extended to a small minority comprised of predominately white anti—war
and rights activists, fringe interests, youth and intellectuals pre—
doininately from the comfortable middle class. These groups had little
in common with the great bulk of either unionists or working class
blacks.

By 1972 and through the Congressional elections of 1974, the black
strategy improved , however slowly , to the point that alliances were
forged with former McGovernite supporters in the leftist wing of the
party. It would seem that whereas the “new politics” wing of the party
gained ideological satisfaction from the “affirmative action” democrati-
zation of the party, blacks quickly sensed and exploited their opportunity
to extend the mandatory quota thru to policy—making activities. By the
time of the 1974 Democratic party mini—convention in Kansas City, even
like—minded members of th. overwhelmingly white Women’s Caucus had
become an ally of th. black putsch for greater party influence. That
blacks have had such a strong impact on the selection of both the 1972
and 1916 presidential candidates is ample evidence of their success in
converting rhetoric to effectiveness.
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Carter , specif ically , is known to be heavily indebted to black voters
who gave him approximately 90 percent of their 6.6 million votes.26 As
shown in Table 7 , Carter was actually a white minority candidate, but won
83 percent of the black vote, suggesting that without black support,
large urban center in the East, as well as the whole South might have
been lost to Ford.

But organized, labor, too, has a debt to settle with Carter, and one
which will be equally commanding of his attention. The return to the
Democratic columu after giving majority support to Nixon in 1972 was
dramatic. Further the in—kind support provided by union members offset
statutory financial limitations placed on cash contributors and probably
provided the margin for success in such electorally critical states as
Pensylvania, Ohio, New York and Wisconsin. But the essence of Carter’s
commitment to the black leadership will be tempered by such environmental
constraints as the economy, the world situation, the disposition of the
Congress and the ability of the president to hammer out compromises
meaningful to such other political creditors as labor. For example,
although abolition of the minimum wage law would help reduce black teen-
age unemployment, that act would be opposed bitterly by organized labor
and their allies in Congress.
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Social Groups and the Presldentzai Vote , 1972 and 1976.~.. ..
(in percent) 

TABLE 7
1972 1976

Nixon McGovern Ford Carter
Patty

Republicans 94 6 89 11
Independents 66 - 34 52 48
Democrats 42 58 20 80

ld ology
Uberal 31 69 26 74
Moderate 69 31 47 53
ConservatIve 87 13 70 30

Occupation
ProfessIonal/managerIal 68 32 57 43
Whit, collar 63 37 49 51
Blue collar 61 39 41 50

Union Households
Members 57 43 38 62
Nonmembers 67 33 52 48

Community
Cities over 500,000 42 58 40 60
Suburbs-email cities 63 37 47 53
Rural; 5,000 and less 71 29 53 47

R&gion
Prols.twt 69 31 54 48
CatholIc 80 40 45 55
JewIsh 37 63 32 68

Rac.
WhIte 70 30 52 48
Black 13 87 17 83~
Oth.r 32 68 18 82

S.x
Male 68 32 48 52
F.mal 62 38 48 521

Ag.
18—21 46 54 51 40
22-29 55 45 44 56~
30-44 69 34 48 52j
45-59 68 32 52 48
6Oand over 71 29 52 48

Income
(Under $5,000)
Und.r$8,000 57 43 38 62
($5,~~~41C,000) 

-
~~~

- - - - -  - --

16,000-812,000 62 38 43 57

($10,001-SI 5,000)
812,001-420,000 97 89 50 50
(Over $15,000)
Ovsr~~~,~~ - 69 31 82 38

East 50 41 45 52
MIdwest 81 30 51 49
South 72 28 48 54
Far West 81 39 53 47’

a 7Img,s In persinh.,n us Income cst.~or’.ss fur 1972.

bauseni : For 1072, the electIon survey of she Center fur PolitIcal Studies,
University of MI~htgap; for 1978, New York TIns.., 4 November 1976, ~ 23.
In both years reØonaj data ~ze beard on the actual vote. In Gerald romper ,

~~~j  Election of 19j~. (Mew York: McKay , 1977), p. 61. 18



But the increasing importance of blacks to the total presidential
vote for Democratic candidates is better displayed in Table 8. It is
worthy of note that a steady proportional increase of the black
coalitional segment continues in the face of an irregular and leveling

TABLE 8: Black vs. Union Percentage of
Total Democratic Vote : 1952—
1976 Elections

Year Blacks Union Members

1952 71 38
1956 5 36
1960 7 31
1964 12 32
1968 19 28
1972 22 32
1976 26 32

Sourc.: Comput.d from Bureau of
Census data.

labor share . Secondly, higher black co itment, as shown in Table 7,
means tha t only 3 million more unionists than blacks supported the
Democratic ticket in 1976. If their level of loyalty continues, black
influence will begin to challenge that of labor with increasing power.
Finally, both Republican and Democratic leaders, since the mid—seventies
have been receptive and actively solicited more black participation in
party affairs at all levels of the system.27

BLACKS IN CONGRESS

m a n  era in which substantial black influence can be exer ted on
both a Democratic president and overwhelmingly Democratic Congress,
as suggested in Table 9, it would seem that the tins for pushing black
equality has finally arrived. Although ther. is a strong correlation
between Presidential success with respect to his legislative program
and the presence of a majority of the same party in Congress, the 95th
Congress is heir to the reforms of a recalcitrant 94th Congres, itself
rooted in the increasing independence of three prior Congresses from
presidential dictates. Yet it would seem that black leadership in
Congresi could develop issues which would foster harmony between the
two institution s while reinforcing the appe al of both to the black
elec torate. Unfortunately , th. proble, is more easily stated than remedied.
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Black leadership in Congress is neither complete, legitimated by all
black leaders outside thereof, nor always cohesive as a voting bloc.

TABLE 9

Presiden tial Success ~ id Con gressEonal Majorities

Party Party
House Senate

Success Majority Majority
Admlrdstratlon Years (percent) Congress (percent) (percent)

Eisenhower CR) 1953—54 • 85.9 83rd R, 508 R. 50
1955—56 72.5 84th D, 53.3 0, 50
1957—58 69 85th 0, 53.5 0, 51
1959-60 58.5 86th 0, 66 0, 65

Kennedy (0) 1961—62 • 83.2 87th D, 60.4 0,65
1963 • 87.1 88th 0, 59.3 0, 68

Johnson ~D) 1964 * 88 88th 0, 59.3 0,67
1965—66 • 86 89th 0,67.8 0, 68
1967-68 • 77 90th 0, 56.7 0, 64

Nixon (R) 1969—70 75.5 91st D, 55.8 0, 57
1971—72 70.5 92nd 0,58.6 0,54
1973—74 55 93rd 0,56 0, 57

Ford CR) 1974 58.2 93rd D, 56 D, 57
1975—76 57.4 94th 0, 67 0, 61

Carter(D) 1977—78’ ? 95th 0, 67 0, 62
‘Designates years In which Congress and President are of the same party.

m iCa: CongressIonal Quarterly Weekly Report 34 (30 October 1976):
3092; idem 30 (11 November 1972): 2952, 2958; Idem 32 (9 November
1974): 3064, 3068; and Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1972, p. 368.

But the roots have been implanted that can provide a foundation
for the expansion of black influence in Congress. In the first instance ,
the existence of the Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) legitimizes the
black membership as a symbolic sub—system of the institution of Congress.
Although it has been criticized as self—seeking, and its leadership
overtly repudiated in certain parts of the black coemunity, the need
for a “swing” bloc capable of bargaining for black issues is readily
evident. However, in a setting where the CBC constitutes only 4
percent of House membership, or veil below the 44 memberships that wou ld
provide numerical parity with black proportional representation , and
with little opportunity to secure more seats , the situation compels our
attention back to the opening theme of this paper : that white cooperation
is critical to black progress .28
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In dealing with Carter, the CBC has developed an agenda of priori-
ties which asserts on appropriate occasions. Not surprisingly, the
dominant theme is economics, and the leading issue black employment.
The Hawkins—Humphrey bill (H.R.50 , S.5 0) , which compels government
ma intenance of unemployment levels below the 3 percent mark, ultimately
fell to Carter ’s adjusted budgetary goals which eschewed the bill as
too expensive . While the bill did not get through the first session
of the 95th Congress, a compromise has been forged which would seem
suitable to the CEC since it would give priority to black youth
unemployment 29

Other priority issues with the CBC include voter registration
expansion , a ban on chrome imports from Rhodesia, and low—cost energy
which is depicted as particularly punishing for low—income blacks .

The caucus itself has become increasingly sensitive to the need
for compromise since many of its members are from white maj ority
districts as depicted in Table 10.

TABLE 10

The Congressional Black Caucus
Black,

ligan In
M.mb., S.rvic. Ag. OIstr,ct

cbovl.s C.Dlgg, Jr. oMich.) 1955 34 63%
Rob.rt N. C. N~~(OIa.) 1959 71 63
AuguUvIF. Howks,is (0 CaI~f .) 1963 69 59
John Cony.’i Jr. (0 Mich .) 1965 48 70
Lou4s Stokes(OOhio) 1969 52 66
WiSom (Bill) Clof (0 Mo.) 1969 44 34
Shiil.y ChishoIm (0 N.Y.) 1969 52 33
Ronald V. D.flumsi0Celif.) 1971 ~tl 20
Ralph H. MilcoIf. (0 III.) 1971 66 88
Parrin J. Mitchell (0 Md.) 1971 55 74
Choris, I. Sanq.l(ON.Y.) 1971 46 58
Waft ,, 8. FauMroy (0 D.C.) 1971 44 72
Yvenne Ineilne.it, Ivrhe (0 Calif.) 1973 44 39
C.d.CoAln.(0l& ) 1 973 43 34
,,baneC Jordon~0 t.io. ) 1 973 41 44

Harold L Ford (0 T.nn.) 1973 32 47

According to one source , the virtual relegation of civil rights
and discrimination type issues to the bureaucratic , institutional pro-
cesses of the Justice Department, HEW and the EEOC, has made the job
of the CBC somewhat more difficult in realizing its economic priorities.
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In effect , says Parren Mitchell, it is more difficult to redistribute
power.30 Or equally difficult to redistribute wealth which , as the rest
of Congress knows , is taking power or wealth from whites.

But there have been some nominal successes. For example, in 1973,
the CBC was able to provide a swing vote for a farm bill that, among
other things , re?aewed subsidies for such importan t southern crops as
rice and cotton , crops that are also beneficial to southern black
employment. In exchange for this support , southerners backed the CBC
in its ultimately successful effort to raise the minimum wage level to
$2.30 in 1976.31

Throughout the 94th Congress, the CBC has forged working relation-
ships which suggested increasing ability to work effectively in successive
Congresses , as evident in the forthcoming Hawkins—Humphrey bill com-
promise discussed above. Phillip Burton, chairman of the Democratic
caucus in the 94th remarked that : “On balance , blacks are wiser
pragmaciscs than their white political counterparts. They’re more
result oriented. “32

Finally , the comparative youth of CBC members , the relative security
of their seats in the Rouse , and the recent Congressional refo rms which
have brought short—term black members into the inner power circles of
key conmjttees, have led to a restructuring of the CBC in a way that
promises an intrinsic capability to remain abreast of and respond quickly
to priority CEC issues. Table 11 reflects the relativity of the CBC
subcommittee structure as it is keyed to black priorities, and the
expertise of the CRC subcommittee member based on his House committee
role . This type of oversight program , as it matures and exercises ,
can transform the black member ’s expertise into a genuine source of
power not only for the black community but for the Rouse committee also,
thus doubly rewarding the member vis—a—vis his Congressional internal
and constitutional functions.
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TABLE 11

Caucus Subcommittes Assignment s—tf4tn i..ongress.
2nd Session

Congresspersons CBC Subcomeitte. House Comeitte,

Burt, D~~~cr at ic Part y/ Appropr iations
Congressional Affa i rs,
Women ’s issuli

C1~iiholm (d~cat iOn Rules

C~sy Liter Managemint Re) . Education and Labor;
Post Off ice  and Civil Service

Col lins Internat i ona l Relat ions int ern at ion a l  Re la t i ons ;
Government Operations

Conyers Criminal Justice Govert~~nt Operations;
Jiadi ci ary

Dell,.s Defense Policy Armed Services ;
District of Columb ia

Dlggs International Relations District of Co lumbia (C hi i r ) ,
International Rela t i on s

Feuntroy Housing ; Civ il and BankIng . Currency I HousIng ;
Political Rights District of Columbia

Ford Ta x Refo rW Health Ca r e Heys and Means
and Agin g

Hawkin s Juvenile Delinquency Educ ation and Labo r;
House A6i inis tr it ion

Jordan Government Operations Government Operat ions;
Judiciary

Metcalf , Pa nama Canal interstate $ Foreign Coesnerce;
Merchant Marine & Coirr’erc~

Mi t ch e l l Minority Enterpris. Budget; Banking, Currency
B Housing

int ern at I on a l  Re lat i ons in t e rn a t i ona l  Re la t ions ;
Post Off ice B Civil Service
(Chair)

Public Assi stance Ways and Means

Sto kes Health. Educ ation B Welfare Appropriat ions ; Budget
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CONCLU S ION

The theme of this paper has been that the black leadership has been
instrumental in inducing a white majority to sustain a political
climate favorable to black social, economic and political progress.
This paper focused almost exclusively on the political participation of
blacks as the basis for progress in all areas.

The roots of black success lie in the judicial and legislative
exertions of the fifties and sixties. But their creation was fostered
by black determinism, and their instrumentalism sustained by an en—
lightened and aggressive black leadership both in and out of political
office. Collectively , their activity coupled with a sympathetic
community of white political elites constitute the political climate
of black progress.

Symptomatic of black progress has been the trade—off of the
techniques of the civil rights era——marches, demonstrations, sit—ins ,
for participation in the institutions of politics. Black political
officeholding, especially in the South, but in virtually all but a
handful of states, has exploded. Most significantly , blacks are
securing their “investment” in higher office aspirations through an
impressive expansion in grass—roots political activities. As white
attitudes change and as black electoral sophistication increases,
it can be speculated that black candidates may achieve surprising
success even among majority white constitutents.

Black interest in the Democratic party continues. While there is
some evidence chat hardened racial attitudes among whites may generate
some party disunity among traditional Democrats , such as unionists and
Catholics at lower levels, national level influence of blacks has
materialized in primary and general election victories for at least
one president : Jimmy Carter. Yet, Carter ’s success has carried
political debts——the black community, which provided the margin of
success in the 1976 election , giving 83 percent of its vote to Carter ,
expects retribution which c~-’n conflict with the expectations of such
other competitive political creditors as organized labor.

Finally , black political power, through still nascent, can be seen
developing through the Cor gressional Black Caucus which is structured
to secure the gains of twenty years of black pressure for change in
the American political system.

4
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